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SUMMARY

SABILLA PRIMADEVI. A320080315. AN ANALYSIS OF THE COMMONEST CONTENT TRANSFER PROBLEMS FROM ENGLISH MANUSCRIPT INTO INDONESIAN SUBTITLE IN RAMONA AND BEEZUS MOVIE. RESEARCH PAPER. MUHAMMADIYAH UNIVERSITY OF SURAKARTA. 2012.

The research discusses three objectives of the study: 1) to classify the commonest content transfer problems, 2) to clarify the change of meaning or not, and 3) to clarify the change of structural form or not in movie manuscript and its subtitle. The writer uses the theory by Nida and Taber (1969) in order to know the commonest content transfer problems and the structural adjustment.

This research uses descriptive qualitative approach. The data are taken from Ramona and Beezus movie manuscript and its subtitle. The total data are eighty-four. The analysis used in this research is comparative study between English manuscript and Indonesian subtitle.

The results of this research paper are: 1) the commonest content transfer problems involve idioms (21.43%), figurative meanings (5.95%), shifts in central component meaning (23.81%), pleonastic expressions (14.29%), formulas (11.90%), redistribution of semantic components (10.71%), and provision of contextual conditioning (3.57%); 2) the effects are meaning change (30.95%) and no meaning change (69.04%); 3) the structural form involves sentence structure (98.81%) and corresponding sound (1.19%).

Key words: translation, content transfer, meaning, structural form, manuscript, subtitle.
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